
12 Months of Do It Yourself Ideas for Killer
Deer Hunting
Are you an avid deer hunter looking to enhance your skills and up your game?
Look no further! In this article, we will take you through 12 months of do-it-
yourself ideas for killer deer hunting. From scouting to gear selection, hunting
tactics to habitat management, we have got you covered. Get ready to become a
more effective and successful hunter throughout the year.

January: Scout the Territory for the Upcoming Season

January is the perfect time to start scouting for the next deer hunting season.
Take advantage of this downtime to explore your hunting area, identify potential
bedding areas, and locate food and water sources. Use trail cameras to gather
valuable insights into the movement patterns of deer in your area.

February: Optimize Your Equipment

Use February to inspect and optimize your hunting equipment. Clean your
firearms, sharpen your knives, and replace any worn-out gear. This is also an
excellent time to upgrade your hunting rifle or bow if needed. Practicing with your
equipment ensures you are ready for the upcoming season.
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March: Prepare Your Hunting Gear

March is the month to prepare your hunting gear. Check your inventory of
essential items such as tree stands, blinds, and hunting clothing. Repair or
replace any damaged equipment. Organize your gear, so you have everything
ready when the hunting season arrives.

April: Set Up Mineral Sites

Creating mineral sites during April can attract deer to your hunting area. Use
commercially available minerals or natural sources like salt licks. Monitor the sites
regularly to ensure deer activity and make adjustments if needed. This technique
helps establish a healthy population of deer in your hunting zone.

May: Plant Food Plots

May is the perfect time to start planting food plots for deer. Select appropriate
crops such as soybeans, corn, or clover. Ensure the plot is strategically located to
attract and hold deer throughout the season. Regularly maintain and monitor the
food plots, ensuring optimal growth and attractiveness.

June: Improve Deer Habitat

June is an ideal month to focus on improving the deer habitat. Clear paths and
remove any unwanted vegetation that may hinder your hunting opportunities.
Plant native shrubs and trees to provide cover and food sources for deer. This
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habitat enhancement will create a more attractive environment for deer while
enhancing your hunting success.

July: Fine-tune Your Archery Skills

July is the perfect time to fine-tune your archery skills. Set up a target range and
practice your accuracy and shooting techniques. Adjust your bow to ensure
optimal performance. Regular practice will boost your confidence and accuracy
when it matters most during the deer hunting season.

August: Scout for Buck Sign

In August, scout for buck sign to determine potential trophy deer. Look for rubs,
scrapes, tracks, and other signs of buck activity. This knowledge will help you
locate the best hunting spots when the season arrives. Combine scouting with
trail camera monitoring for better insights into the behavior of trophy bucks.

September: Master Calling Techniques

September is the perfect month to master various deer calling techniques. Learn
how to mimic different vocalizations, including grunts, bleats, and rattling.
Practice in different scenarios to increase your chances of luring bucks within
shooting range. Mastering calling techniques can be a game-changer in your
hunting success.

October: Implement Effective Hunting Tactics

As the hunting season begins in October, it's time to implement effective hunting
tactics. Utilize your scouting knowledge, set up ambush locations near bedding
areas or travel corridors, and use deer scents to attract your prey. Employ
patience and persistence, and remember to remain scent-free to increase your
chances of success.



November: Experience the Rut

November is the most anticipated month for deer hunters as it brings the peak of
the rut. Bucks become more active, searching for receptive does. Focus on
hunting near thick cover, as bucks tend to chase does in these areas. Utilize
rattling and grunt calls to draw in curious and aggressive bucks.

December: Utilize Late Season Strategies

In December, deer hunting enters the late season. Deer behavior changes as
they adjust to colder temperatures. Focus on food sources, such as standing
crops, food plots, or baited areas. Utilize trail camera data to understand deer
movement patterns and adjust your hunting locations accordingly.

By implementing these 12 months of do-it-yourself ideas for killer deer hunting,
you'll significantly improve your chances of success. Remember, successful
hunting requires planning, preparation, and dedication throughout the year.
Embrace these strategies, and enjoy the satisfaction of harvesting mature bucks
while creating unforgettable hunting experiences.
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Great deer hunting can be yours by following this simple guide to dozens of do-it-
yourself projects, organized by month. Each chapter includes ideas for increasing
deer cover, enhancing natural forages, manipulating deer movements, creating
smart stand sites, improving food plots, making wise herd-management choices,
managing hunting pressure, and more. Special emphasis is placed on low-budget
techniques that do more for deer with less expense, and many ideas can be used
even when the reader does not own the land they hunt. Never again find yourself
in the middle of a disappointing hunting season, wishing you had done more
before the season started. With this book as a guide, you'll know what to be doing
throughout the entire year to ensure your next hunting season is unforgettable!
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